Little Susie thinks
She's red hot
For on her dress is
A blue polka ____.
His table sat in
The sunniest spot.
The man did sweat.
My! Was he ___!
Nasty Ned lost
His temper a lot.
His poor little bat,
He tied in a ____.
Once it was
A beautiful yacht.
Now all that's left
Is a pile of ___.
A smell so delicious,
So fresh,
And so hot,
Drifts right out
Of the blue coffee _____.
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Oh, no he didn't.
He really did not!
Want to see the doctor
To get a ____.
I'll smile
and tell you
"Thanks a whole lot!"
If you'll slide
that coin
Inside that ___.
A man with a camera
Took a snapshot
Of a famous horse
That had started to ___.
To catch his baby,
    A cute little tot,
Her dad had
to crouch.
With his legs
He did ___.
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